Great books about health and illness

These books are listed by author or call number and can be found under that author's last name or the call number in the Parent Teacher section.

**Visiting the Doctor or Hospital:**
- Barclay, Eric: *I Can See Just Fine*
- Cousins, Lucy: *Maisy Goes to the Hospital*
- Dora The Explorer: *Say Ahhh!*
- Gaydos, Nora: *A Visit to the Doctor*
- Kaderabek, Julie: *Surgery Day*
- London, Jonathan: *Froggy Goes to the Doctor*
- Mayer, Mercer: *My Trip to the Hospital*
- McQuinn, Anna: *Leo Gets A Checkup*
- Morris, J: *Fish Are Not Afraid of Doctors*
- Slegers, Liesbet: *Katie Goes to the Doctor*
- Slegers, Liesbet: *Kevin Goes to the Hospital*
- Wells, Rosemary: *Felix Feels Better*
- Young, Judy: *Digger and Daisy Go to the Doctor*
- 362.11 K379t: *A Trip to the Hospital*
- 610.695 Sm6499g: *Going to the Doctor*
- 617.033 B8944u *Using a Wheelchair*
- 617.7522 B8944w *Wearing Glasses*
- 617.89 B8944u *Using Hearing Aids*

**Visiting the Dentist:**
- Civardi, Anne: *Going to the Dentist*
- Dora the Explorer: *Show Me Your Smile!*
- Peppa Pig: *Dentist Trip*
- 617.6 H6118g *Going to the Dentist*
- 617.643 B8944u *Wearing Braces*

**Health and Illness:**
- Aigner-Clark, Julie: *You Are the Best Medicine*
- Cummings, Phil: *Newspaper Hats*
- Kaderabek, Julie: *Surgery Day*
- Kobliner, Beth: *Jacob's Eye Patch*
- Lears, Laurie: *Becky the Brave: A Story About Epilepsy*
- Lears, Laurie: *Nathan's Wish: A Story About Cerebral Palsy*
- Levine, Arthur: *What a Beautiful Morning*
- Scott, Liz: *Alex and the Amazing Lemonade Stand*
- Sliwierski, Jessica: *Cancer Hates Kisses*
- Watkins, Ross: *Dad's Camera*
- Welsh, Clare: *The Tide*
Check out our backpack kit about visiting the doctor.